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We demonstrate that the recent studies of J/ψ-pair production by CMS at the LHC and by D0 at the 
Tevatron reveal the presence of different production mechanisms in different kinematical regions. We 
find out that next-to-leading-order single parton scattering contributions at α5

s dominate the yield at 
large transverse momenta of the pair. Our analysis further emphasises the importance of double parton 
scatterings – which are expected to dominate the yield at large J/ψ-rapidity differences – at large 
invariant masses of the pair in the CMS acceptance, and thereby solve a large discrepancy between the 
theory and the CMS data. In addition, we provide the first exact – gauge-invariant and infrared-safe – 
evaluation of a class of leading-P T (P−4

T ) next-to-next-to-leading-order contributions at α6
s , which can 

be relevant in the region of large values of P T min = min(P T 1, P T 2). Finally, we derive simple relations 
for the feed-down fractions from the production of an excited charmonium state with a J/ψ in the 
case of the dominance of the double parton scatterings, which significantly deviate from those for single 
parton scatterings. Such relations can be used to discriminate these extreme scenarios, either DPS or SPS 
dominance.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

Heavy-quarkonium production has attracted considerable inter-
est in the high-energy physics community since the J/ψ discovery, 
exactly forty years ago. It indeed probes the strong interaction at 
the interplay of its perturbative and non-perturbative regimes [1]. 
It can also help to understand a new dynamics of hadron collision 
where multiple (hard) parton scatterings (MPS) take place. MPS 
are normally very rare since already a single (hard) parton scat-
tering (SPS) is rare as compared to soft scatterings. Owing to the 
high parton flux at high energies, MPS should be likelier at the 
LHC, starting with two short-distance interactions from a single 
hadron–hadron collision, usually referred to as double parton scat-
tering (DPS). These have been searched in 4-jets [2–4], γ + 3-jets 
[5,6], W + 2-jets [7,8], J/ψ + W [9], J/ψ + Z [10], 4-charm [11], 
J/ψ + charm [11] and J/ψ + J/ψ [12] final states.
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0370-2693/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article
SCOAP3.
Along these lines, J/ψ-pair hadroproduction is of great interest. 
First, it provides an original tool to study quarkonium produc-
tion in conventional SPSs. Most of the earlier theoretical studies 
are based on SPSs [13–22]; some using the colour-singlet model 
(CSM) [23], others Nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) [24]. Moreover, it 
is widely claimed that DPSs [25–28] could indeed be a significant 
source of J/ψ pairs at the LHC in proton–proton collisions and 
in proton–nucleus/nucleus–nucleus collisions [29,30]. Generally, it 
remains a poorly understood process. Its measurement with both 
J/ψ decaying into a muon pair is a clean signal, accessible to most 
experiments, which is complementary to the DPS studies based on 
open charm mesons and hadronic jets. With respect to the lat-
ter, it allows one to investigate the physics of DPS at lower scales 
and lower x where different mechanisms may be at work (see e.g. 
[31]).

The first observation of J/ψ-pair events dates back to that of 
the CERN-NA3 Collaboration [32,33]. Recently, the LHCb [34], CMS 
[35] and D0 [12] Collaborations reported their measurements at 
the LHC and the Tevatron. In contrast to Kom et al. [25], we re-
cently pointed out [21] that no definite conclusion on the presence 
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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Fig. 1. Representative diagrams for the hadroproduction of J/ψ + J/ψ via SPSs at O(α4
s ) (a), at O(α5

s ) (b) and O(α6
s ) (c–g).
of DPSs in LHCb data [34] should be drawn given the very large 
theoretical uncertainties on the SPS predictions. However, the re-
cent D0 [12] study could provide the very first separation of the 
DPSs from SPSs and a measurement of σ DPS

ψψ and σ SPS
ψψ by using 

the yield dependence on the (pseudo)rapidity difference between 
the J/ψ pair, as it was first proposed in [25]. Although such a 
separation relies on a good modelling of the DPS and SPS rapidity-
difference spectra, this can reasonably be considered as the first 
observation of a DPS signal in quarkonium-pair production, even if 
SPSs also contribute in a significant fraction of the D0 acceptance. 
Two fundamental remaining questions are whether such DPS con-
tributions are also of importance elsewhere than at large rapidity 
difference, �y, and whether they agree with theory. In addition, 
the recent CMS analysis, up to large J/ψ-pair transverse momenta 
(Pψψ

T ) brought to light a new striking puzzle. As pointed out in 
[22], the Pψψ

T and invariant mass, Mψψ , spectra measured by CMS 
[35] severely overshoot the SPS contributions – even at next-to-
leading order (NLO), i.e. α5

s .
In this Letter, we first show that the SPS yield extracted by 

D0 can only be reproduced thanks to the additional α5
s or feed-

down contributions from J/ψ + ψ ′ . Then, along the lines of [25], 
we model the DPS spectra based on 3 parametrisations of exist-
ing single J/ψ data and extract – accounting for the predicted SPS 
yield up to α5

s – from a fit to the CMS results [35] the effective 
cross section σeff which characterises the effective spatial area of 
the parton–parton interactions. Our fit result is then found to be 
well compatible with the DPS D0 results [12] which means that 
we de facto provide a solution to the aforementioned puzzle, with 
a coherent description of CMS and D0 results.

In addition, we provide an original test of the DPS vs SPS dom-
inance based on the yields involving excited states. Such a test can 
be used to validate our explanation of the CMS puzzle. Finally, we 
evaluate the first piece of the next-to-next-to-leading-order con-
tributions from gg → J/ψ J/ψcc̄ (denoted ψcc̄ψ ) which is gauge 
invariant and infrared finite. Although it was expected to be en-
hanced at large Pψ

T min = min(Pψ

T 1, P
ψ

T 2), we find it is dominant 
only when the yields are out of reach for current experiments and 
we conclude that an evaluation up to α5

s accuracy is probably suf-
ficient at present time.

2. Theoretical frameworks

2.1. SPS contribution to J/ψ + J/ψ production

In this section, we outline the computation of the SPS contribu-
tion in the CSM [23] or equally NRQCD at LO in v2. The amplitude 
to produce of a pair of S-wave quarkonia denoted Q1 and Q2, of 
given momenta P1,2 and of polarisation λ1,2 accompanied by other 
partons – inclusive production –, noted k, is then given by the 
product of (i) the amplitude to create the corresponding double 
heavy-quark pair, in the specific kinematical configuration where 
the relative momenta of these heavy quarks (p1,2) in each pairs 
is zero, (ii) two spin projectors N(λ1,2|s1,3, s2,4) and (iii) R1,2(0), 
the radial wave functions at the origin in the configuration space 
for both quarkonia. At the partonic level, the SPS amplitude thus 
reads:

M(ab → Q1
λ1(P1) +Q2

λ2(P2) + k) =∑
s1,s2,c1,c2

∑
s3,s4,c3,c4

N(λ1|s1, s2)N(λ2|s3, s4)√
mQ1mQ2

δc1c2δc3c4

3

R1(0)R2(0)

4π

×M(ab → Q s1
c1 Q̄ s2

c2 (p1 = 0) + Q s3
c3 Q̄ s4

c4 (p2 = 0) + k), (1)

where one defines from the heavy-quark momenta, q1,2,3,4, P1,2 =
q1,3 + q2,4, p1,2 = (q1,3 − q2,4)/2, and where s1,3, s2,4 are the 
heavy-quark spin components and δci c j /

√
3 is the colour projec-

tor. N(λ|si, s j) is the spin projector, which has a simple expression 
in the non-relativistic limit: 1

2
√

2mQ
v̄( P

2 , s j)
S u( P
2 , si) where mQ is 

the heavy-quark mass and 
S is ελ
μγ μ when S = 1 (e.g. J/ψ , ψ ′). 

Such a partonic amplitude is then squared, summed over the 
colour and spin of external partons and convoluted with the par-
tonic densites (PDFs) in the allowed kinematical phase space.

In the case of gg → J/ψ J/ψ + cc̄, there exist more than 2000 
graphs (see Fig. 1(c–f)) which are non-trivially zero even after the 
topologies with a single gluon connected to an individual heavy-
quark lines are removed. In order to generate the amplitude for 
this process, and the other ones considered in this study, we 
use HELAC-Onia, described in [36], which generates the amplitude 
based on Eq. (1) using recursion methods [37]. It can also deal 
with P -wave production which involves the derivative of the am-
plitude in the relative momentum of the heavy-quark forming the 
quarkonia.

HELAC-Onia also performs the helicity-amplitude calculations 
and the convolution with the PDF as well as the final-state vari-
able integration. At LO, J/ψ-pair production at colliders is from 
gg → J/ψ + J/ψ at α4

s (see e.g. Fig. 1a). At α5
s , one needs to 

consider real-emission contribution (see e.g. Fig. 1b) as well as 
loop corrections. In [22], a full NLO computation showed that for1

Pψ
T > 2 GeV, it is sufficient to rely on a NLO� [21] evaluation where 

only the LO and NLO real-emission contributions are accounted 
for; the latter being regulated by an infrared cut-off. This is eas-
ily explained by the P 2

T suppression of the loop contributions. For 
the ψcc̄ψ contribution which we compute, there is no need to 
apply any infrared cut-off. Since the LO kinematics is that of a 
2 → 2 process (Fig. 1a), it generates a trivial Pψψ

T dependence 
(δ(Pψψ

T )) in the collinear factorisation with conventional PDFs. We 
have therefore accounted for the kT ’s of the initial partons with a 
Gaussian distribution with 〈kT 〉 = 2 GeV as in [21] in order to ob-
tain fairer comparisons of the Pψψ

T spectra. Technical details about 
the implementation can be found in [38].

As regards the PDFs, we use the set CTEQ6L1 for LO (O(α4
s )) 

calculations and CTEQ6M [39] for NLO� (O(α5
s )) and the O(α6

s )

1 Unless specified otherwise, Pψ
T is the P T of one J/ψ randomly chosen among 

both and the P T cuts discussed here apply to both.
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ψcc̄ψ calculations. The SPS uncertainties are obtained by a com-
mon variation of mc and μF = μR as ((1.4 GeV, 0.5 × mψψ

T );
(1.5 GeV, mψψ

T ); (1.6 GeV, 2 × mψψ
T )) with mψψ

T = (
(
∑

mi)
2 +

(Pψ
T )2

)1/2
with 

∑
mi = 4mc , but for ψcc̄ψ where 

∑
mi = 6mc .

2.2. DPS contribution to J/ψ + J/ψ production

Quarkonium-pair (Q1 + Q2) production from DPSs is usually 
assumed to come from 2 independent SPSs which create each a 
single quarkonia. One therefore assumes

σ DPS
Q1Q2

= m

2

σQ1σQ2

σeff
, (2)

where m = 1 for identical final-state particles and m = 2 otherwise, 
σQ is the cross section for single Q production. σeff is expected to 
account for the effective size of the parton–parton interaction and 
should thus be universal – that is process-independent – as well as √

s-independent if the factorisation holds as in Eq. (2). Yet, there 
does not exist proofs of such a factorisation. Factorisation-breaking 
effects have been discussed in a number of recent studies (see 
e.g. [31,40,41]). As of today, data is needed to test it case by case. 
Finally σeff cannot be determined from first principles or from per-
turbative methods.

Anticipating the discussion of the D0 results in the next sec-
tions, which extracted a smaller σeff from J/ψ-pair production 
than usually found in previous studies involving jet observables, 
we note that σeff could very well depend on the flavour of the 
initial partons (see e.g. [31]). In the present case, these are glu-
ons only, whereas for high-P T jets with W , light-quark initiated 
processes give a significant contribution. In addition, the process 
considered here occurs at a rather low momentum scale. Finally, 
we stress that if the 1v2 contributions2 discussed in [42] matter, 
this would result in larger DPS contributions, thus in a smaller ex-
tracted σeff.

Following the common practice, DPS yields are simply com-
puted from the corresponding measured single- J/ψ yields using 
a Monte Carlo code with as input a parametrisation of σψ , see 
e.g. [25]. Let us stress here that if one uses a parametrisation of 
prompt, i.e. excluding b-decay J/ψ , or direct quarkonium data, one 
would predict DPS yields for prompt or direct quarkonium pairs. 
Given the level of understanding of quarkonium-production mech-
anisms, using theoretical models to compute σψ entering Eq. (2)
would only inflate the theoretical uncertainties. As for now, the 
objective of DPS studies is to quantify their impact and to verify 
the factorisation hypothesis in a given kinematical domain. In the 
present study, the objective is for instance to address the apparent 
discrepancy between the predicted SPS yield and the CMS data.

We thus use the setup proposed in [25] for the single J/ψ cross 
section, σψ , Eqs. (2)–(4) of [25] slightly improved since we used 3 
σψ fits in order to assess the systematic uncertainties attached to 
the parametrisation of σψ . Details regarding these fits are given in 
the Appendix A. As an illustrative comparison, the fits to LHC and 
Tevatron data are shown on Fig. 2. We stress that the data used 
for the 3 fits are for prompt J/ψ . The corresponding short-distance 
matrix element has been added to a specific branch of HELAC-Onia

[36] with as inputs the fit parameters. This branch is separate from 
that used to compute the SPS contributions (for technical details, 
the reader is referred to [38]).

We stress that the purpose of using an event generator such 
as HELAC-Onia for DPS computations is to perform the spin-

2 Such contributions, also sometimes denoted 1 ⊗ 2, arise from 2 parton–parton 
scatterings where 2 partons from one proton come from a single parton. In a sense, 
these only initially involve 3 partons.
Fig. 2. Illustrative comparison between 3 fits of σψ and LHCb [43] and CDF [44] data 
for prompt J/ψ production.

entangled decay of the J/ψ ’s under different polarisation hypothe-
ses to apply the fiducial cuts (on the muons) of a given anal-
ysis if the muon acceptance was not corrected, as for the D0 
analysis [12]. A simple combination of 2σψ would not allow for 
this. In the D0 case, a variation of λθ within −0.45 < λθ < 0.45, 
which represents a reasonable envelope of the existing exper-
imental measurements in similar conditions (see e.g. [45]), in-
duces a systematical 20% uncertainty. This can be compared to 
the 25% systematical uncertainty on the corrected muon accep-
tance quoted by CMS [35] due to the unknown J/ψ polarisa-
tion.

As in [25], we use the MSTW 2008 NLO PDF set [46] and 
the factorisation scale μF = mψ

T = (m2
ψ + (Pψ

T )2)1/2. The fit un-
certainties attached to our DPS evaluation are discussed in the 
next sections. Finally, let us mention that we have studied one 
factorisation-breaking effect which is the possible correlation be-
tween two partons from a single proton as encoded in the double 
PDF (dPDF) of [47]. We did not find any relevant difference in the 
region considered in this study.

3. Feed-down relations for the DPS and SPS yields

3.1. Feed-down fractions under DPS dominance

If one sticks to a simplistic – although widely used – view 
of the DPS production mechanisms as the one presented above, 
it is possible to derive general relations between the feed-down 
fractions of the DPS yields for double and single J/ψ production. 
These can be used to evaluate the feed-down impact, but also, by 
returning the argument, to test a possible DPS-dominance hypoth-
esis by directly measuring pair productions involving the excited 
states.

Just as we define the fractions, F direct
ψ , F χc

ψ and F ψ ′
ψ , of single 

J/ψ produced directly, from χc decay or from ψ ′ decay, one can 
define various feed-down fractions for J/ψ + J/ψ . However, one 
should keep in mind that it would probably be experimentally very 
challenging to measure (and subtract) the yield of χc + χc or even 
χc + ψ ′ . We therefore limit ourselves to define F χc

ψψ (resp. F ψ ′
ψψ ) 

as the fraction of J/ψ + J/ψ events from the feed-down of at 
least a χc (or resp. a ψ ′) decay. In other words, F χc

ψψ is the frac-
tion of events including a prompt J/ψ (direct or from χc and ψ ′
feed-down) plus a J/ψ identified as from a χc . Although it is prob-
ably very difficult to measure it, we also define F direct

ψψ as being 
the pure direct component, excluding all the possible feed-downs, 
which can be easier to predict theoretically.
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Table 1
Comparison for σ(pp(p̄) → J/ψ + J/ψ + X) ×B2( J/ψ → μμ) between the LHCb, CMS and D0 data and our predictions in the relevant kinematical regions (+ that of the 
forthcoming ATLAS analysis). The theory predictions are: the SPS prompt yields at LO and NLO� [For LHCb, the evaluation is a complete NLO [22]], the DPS prompt yields 
with σeff fitted to the CMS differential distributions (see Section 4.3) and the χ2 between the sum of DPS+SPS (resp. DPS) yield and CMS and LHCb (resp. D0 DPS) data. For 
the DPS yields, the first uncertainty is from σeff (see Table 2) and the second in parenthesis is a systematical uncertainty from the 3 fits (alike the variation of the central 
value of σeff in Table 2). The range of the χ2 also comes from the 3 fits. [The additional uncorrected μ cuts are: for D0, Pμ

T > 2 GeV when |ημ| < 1.35 and total momenta 
|pμ| > 4 GeV when 1.35 < |ημ| < 2.0; for ATLAS: Pμ

T > 2.5 GeV and |ημ| < 2.3 and at least one J/ψ with two muons with Pμ
T > 4 GeV. For CMS, the detailed cuts are 

Pψ
T > 6.5 GeV if |yψ | < 1.2; Pψ

T > 6.5 → 4.5 GeV if 1.2 < |yψ | < 1.43;Pψ
T > 4.5 GeV if 1.43 < |yψ | < 2.2 where in 1.2 < |yψ | < 1.43, the Pψ

T cutoff scales linearly with |yψ |].
Energy and quarkonium cuts σexp. σ

SPS,prompt
LO σ

SPS,prompt
NLO(�) σ DPS,prompt χ2

LHCb
√

s = 7 TeV, P
ψ1,2
T < 10 GeV, 2 < yψ < 5 [34] 18 ± 5.3 pb 41+51

−24 pb 46+58
−27 31+11

−6.3(+24
−15) pb 0.5–1.2

D0
√

s = 1.96 TeV, P
ψ1,2
T > 4 GeV, SPS: 70 ± 23 fb 53+57

−27 fb 170+340
−110 fb – –

|ηψ | < 2.0 [12] (+ μ cuts in caption) DPS: 59 ± 23 fb – – 44+16
−9.1(+7.5

−5.1) fb 0.06–0.5

CMS
√

s = 7 TeV, P
ψ1,2
T > 6.5 → 4.5 GeV depending 

on |yψ1,2 | ∈ [0, 2.2] (see the caption) [35]
5.25 ± 0.52 pb 0.35+0.26

−0.17 pb 1.5+2.2
−0.87 pb 0.69+0.24

−0.14(+0.039
−0.027) pb 1.09–1.14

ATLAS
√

s = 7 TeV, P
ψ1,2
T > 5 GeV and |yψ1,2 | < 2.1

(+ μ cuts in the caption) [48]
– 6.4+4.3

−2.6 fb 36+49
−20 fb 19+6.8

−4.0(+2.2
−1.6) fb N/A
Assuming Eq. (2) holds for all charmonia, one gets3

F χc
ψψ = F χc

ψ × (
F χc

ψ + 2F direct
ψ + 2F ψ ′

ψ

)
,

F ψ ′
ψψ = F ψ ′

ψ × (
F ψ ′

ψ + 2F direct
ψ + 2F χc

ψ

)
,

F direct
ψψ = (F direct

ψ )2. (3)

In order to obtain numbers, let us recall that the world data tell us 
that F direct

ψ , F χc
ψ and F ψ ′

ψ are close to 60%, 30% and 10%. We then 

obtain F χc
ψψ 	 50%, F ψ ′

ψψ 	 20% and F direct
ψψ 	 35%. Although F χc

ψψ

and F ψ ′
ψψ are experimentally accessible via σ((χc → J/ψ) + J/ψ)

and σ((ψ ′ → J/ψ) + J/ψ), they are not sufficient to determine 
the pure direct yield since F direct

ψψ 
= 1 − F χc
ψψ − F ψ ′

ψψ . Its extraction 
would require the measurement of σ(χc + ψ ′).

3.2. Feed-down fractions under SPS dominance

On the contrary, one expects a larger feed-down from ψ ′ if SPSs 
dominate. In the CSM or NRQCD at LO in v2, the hard part for 
ψ ′ + J/ψ and J/ψ + J/ψ is identical; only |R(0)|2 differ. Taking 
|Rψ ′ (0)|2 = 0.53 GeV3 [49], whereas |R J/ψ (0)|2 = 0.81 GeV3, and 
B(ψ ′ → J/ψ) = 55% [50] as well as accounting for a factor 2 from 
the final-state symmetry, the ratio of F ψ ′

ψψ/F direct
ψψ – defined as in 

Section 3.1 – is expected to be as large as 0.53/0.81 × 0.55 × 2 +
(0.53/0.81 × 0.55)2 	 0.85. It may even be a bit larger since we 
neglected σ(χc +ψ ′) in this evaluation of F ψ ′

ψψ . The latter approxi-
mation is justified, since we checked that neither σ(χc + J/ψ) nor 
σ(χc + ψ ′) are significant under SPS dominance. In the CSM they 
are absent at α4

s . The colour-octet (CO) contributions for the pro-
duction of these pairs are small because of the small size of the 
CO non-perturbative parameters (also called LDMEs) [51] and the 
absence of any kinematical enhancement. In the remaining of this 
work, we will thus consider that σ prompt

SPS = 1.85 × σ direct
SPS . In turn, 

we also have F ψ ′
ψψ 	 0.85/(1 + 0.85) 	 46% at any order in αs .

3 The derivation of Eq. (3) for χc follows from the decomposition of the different 
sources of a prompt J/ψ + a J/ψ from a χc . Namely, one has: direct J/ψ + χc , 
χc + χc and ψ ′ + χc . Their cross section with the relevant branchings can then be 
decomposed in terms of single quarkonium cross sections using Eq. (2) taking care 
of not double counting χc + χc (m = 1). Their sum divided by the cross section for 
a pair of prompt J/ψ decomposed likewise then reads as Eq. (3) using the standard 
definitions of F χc

ψ , F ψ ′
ψ and F direct

ψ .
3.3. DPS vs. SPS

To summarise, in the SPS case, F ψ ′
ψψ can be as large as 46%

whereas F χc
ψψ is expected to be small. In the DPS case, F ψ ′

ψψ is 
half as small, around 20%, and F χc

ψψ large, around 50%. This clearly 
means that the relative measurements of charmonium-pair pro-
duction of different states can serve as a clear test to pin down 
DPS or SPS dominance since they correspond to rather opposite 
predictions. This can reliably be done provided that the single-
charmonium yields are known in the same kinematical region. We 
stress that, for such a test, we do not need to know the value of 
σeff which does not appear in Eq. (3).

4. Data-theory comparisons

4.1. The early LHCb data at low transverse momenta

Let us first look at the LHCb data. We claimed in a recent work 
[21] that there was no compelling reason to call for significant DPS 
contributions in order to describe the J/ψ-pair measurement by 
LHCb at 7 TeV in the forward rapidity region (2 < yψ < 4.5). In 
particular, there is absolutely no difficulty to reproduce the mea-
sured yield with the SPS contributions alone, see the first line of 
Table 1. In fact, the LO [21] and NLO [22] prompt SPS values even 
tends to be above the LHCb one, leaving room for a possible DPS 
yield only when the uncertainties are accounted for. We stress that 
this measurement was performed without any lower P T cuts and 
that, in this case, the LO and NLO SPS predictions are in very good 
agreement, showing a good convergence of the perturbative series. 
We will comment later on the DPS predictions.

4.2. The D0 data up to large �y and the observation of DPS 
contributions

We now discuss the recent D0 measurement [12]. Thanks to 
a wide (pseudo)rapidity coverage of about 4 units (|η| ≤ 2), the 
D0 detector made the first extraction of the DPS contributions 
to J/ψ-pair production possible. As neatly discussed in [25], the 
yield as a function of the rapidity difference �y between both 
J/ψ ’s should be a good observable to distinguish DPS and SPS 
events. The DPS events have a broader distribution in �y than 
the SPS ones. For the latter, large values of �y imply large mo-
mentum transfers, thus highly off-shell particles, and are strongly 
suppressed. It is not the case for DPSs where the rapidity of both 
J/ψ is independent. Large rapidity differences are only suppressed 
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because the individual yields are suppressed for increasing rapidi-
ties.

By fitting the �y distribution of their data, D0 managed [12] to 
separate out the DPS and the SPS yields, i.e. σ DPS

ψψ and σ SPS
ψψ . They 

found that about half of the (prompt) yield was from SPSs, the 
remaining half from DPSs, about 60 fb (see Table 1).

In [21], we discussed the relevance of taking into account 
P T -enhanced topologies (e.g. Fig. 1b) at NLO and performed, for 
the first time, a partial NLO evaluation, dubbed as NLO� . Indeed, 
the real O(α5

s ) emissions should be dominant in the intermedi-
ate and high P T regimes. This was recently confirmed by a full 
NLO evaluation [22]: the NLO� Pψ

T spectrum indeed accurately co-

incides with the NLO one for Pψ
T > 2mc . It is important to note 

that the NLO(�) yield is almost one order of magnitude larger than 
LO one when Pψ

T = 5 GeV and that one must use a NLO (or NLO�) 
evaluation when dealing with data sets with a P T cut as it is the 
case here for all but LHCb data.

Since both J/ψ should have their P T > 4 GeV, it is interesting 
to look at the impact of the α5

s corrections (NLO�). Whereas the 
LO SPS yield is a bit below the SPS D0 yield, the NLO� yield, which 
is about 3 times larger, is above. Both agree with the data within 
the large theoretical uncertainties – mainly from mc . As we shall 
see later, the need for α5

s corrections is far more obvious in the 
CMS acceptance with a higher P T cut.

Injecting their measured σψ and σ DPS
ψψ in Eq. (2), D0 has found 

σeff 	 5.0 ± 2.75 mb. This value is 3 times lower than those 
extracted with jet observables, which means that the DPS yield 
seems to be 3 times higher than what could have been naively 
expected – or at least twice higher accounting from their uncer-
tainty. Yet, as next section will show, a low value of σeff allows 
one to solve the CMS puzzle.

4.3. The CMS data at large momenta

LO and NLO� SPS cross sections for prompt J/ψ pair produc-
tion in the CMS acceptance [35] are given in Table 1. As expected 
because of the higher P T cut, one observes a larger NLO�/LO ratio 
than in the D0 acceptance. Yet the NLO� SPS yield is significantly 
below the CMS data [35] and hint at the presence of another 
source of J/ψ pairs. As we shall see, the discrepancy is much more 
evident when one looks at differential distributions.

Indeed, besides this integrated yield, CMS measured differential 
distributions [35] which further indicate the importance of both 
NLO SPSs and DPSs but in different regions. Overall CMS released 
in addition 17 data points of differential cross sections as a func-
tion of Pψψ

T , |�y| and Mψψ . To quantify the impact of the DPS 
contributions, we have used these experimental data to fit σeff via 
Eq. (2) using the 3 fits of σψ discussed in Section 2.2 and subtract-
ing our theoretical evaluations of the SPS NLO� yield accounting for 
their uncertainties (green band in the plot of Fig. 4).

Table 2 summarises the fit result: the χ2
d.o.f. and the values of 

σeff along with their uncertainties coming from (a) the CMS exper-
imental uncertainties4 and (b) the theoretical uncertainties on the 
SPS yield. We have also given the χ2

d.o.f. when no DPS contribution 
is considered. We note that the goodness of the 3 fits is similar. 
The dispersion of the central values of σeff thus allows us to assess 
a systematical uncertainty due to the parametrisation of σψ . Fig. 4
shows the DPS distributions with the Fit 2. Comparison plots us-
ing the Fit 1 & 3 are given a supplementary materials. In addition, 
we note that σeff fitted using the Fit 3 (only Tevatron data) is very 

4 Including the 25% systematical uncertainty due to the unknown J/ψ polarisa-
tion as discussed above.
Fig. 3. Comparison of different theoretical contributions with the CMS measure-
ment: (a) pair transverse momentum; (b) absolute-rapidity difference; (c) pair in-
variant mass.

Table 2
Result of the fit of the DPS yield via σeff on the 18 CMS values.

σeff [mb] χ2
d.o.f. d.o.f.

σψ Fit 1 [25] 11 ± 2.9 1.9 16
σψ Fit 2 8.2 ± 2.2 1.8 16
σψ Fit 3 5.3 ± 1.4 1.9 16
Only LO SPS N/A 7.6 17
Only NLO� SPS N/A 2.6 17

close to the D0 value. Whereas the p-values5 of our DPS fits of σeff
are about 2% (see also below), the one without DPS is below 0.03% 
(even less without α5

s contributions).

As regards the J/ψ-pair P T , Pψψ
T , distribution, Fig. 3a clearly 

emphasises the importance of α5
s QCD corrections to the SPS yield. 

Phenomenologically accounting for the initial parton kT is not suf-
ficient to reproduce the data as the smeared LO curve shows. 
At NLO, hard real-emissions tend to generate larger momentum 

5 Assuming Gaussian uncertainties which is probably not true for theory and 
some systematical experimental uncertainties.
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imbalances and configurations with Pψψ
T 
= 0. In fact, the real-

emission topologies (Fig. 1b) tend to produce, at large P T , two 
near J/ψ – as opposed to back-to-back – with a large Pψψ

T . In 
the case of DPSs, correlations are absent and configurations at low 
Pψψ

T are favoured. There is also no reason for large Pψψ
T configu-

rations to be – relatively – enhanced. It is thus not surprising that 
the DPS band drops faster than the NLO� SPS one at large Pψψ

T . 
The “bump” around Pψψ

T 	 12 GeV simply reflects the kinematic 
cuts in the CMS acceptance. Overall, one obtains a good agreement 
(χ2

d.o.f. 	 1.1) with the Pψψ
T distribution when DPS and (NLO�) 

SPS contributions are considered together, but it also confirms the 
dominance of (NLO�) SPS contributions at large Pψψ

T .
In addition, CMS analysed the relative-rapidity spectrum,

dσ/d|�y|. Along the lines of the D0 data discussion, the SPS con-
tribution dominate when |�y| → 0, while the DPS ones are several 
orders of magnitude larger than the SPS ones at large |�y|. A com-
parison with the CMS data is shown in Fig. 3b. Most of the data 
are consistent with our results, except for the last bin, which prob-
ably explains the low p-value which we obtained with the DPS fit. 
For this data set, χ2

d.o.f. 	 2.1 with DPS for the 3 fits and about 2.6 
without (only NLO�). Note the large NLO� SPS uncertainty which 
de facto reduces the corresponding χ2. The CMS acceptance with 
a rapidity-dependent P T cut renders dσ/d|�y| flatter but this ef-
fect is apparently not marked enough in our theory curves. More 
data are however needed to confirm the absence of binning effects 
which could have generated a dip in the distribution. As another 
possible cross-check, we provide predictions for the ATLAS, D0, and 
LHCb acceptances in Table 1 and as supplementary materials.

At Pψψ
T = 0 – where the bulk of the yield lies –, the J/ψ-pair 

invariant mass, Mψψ , is closely related to |�y| and provides simi-

lar information (see Fig. 3c). One indeed has Mψψ = 2mψ
T cosh �y

2 . 
Large �y – i.e. large relative longitudinal momenta – correspond 
to large Mψψ . [At �y = 3.5 and P T = 6 GeV, Mψψ 	 40 GeV.] 
Without additional cuts, the Mψψ and dσ/d|�y| spectra of the 
CMS do reveal the same conclusion: the DPS contributions dom-
inate the region of large momentum differences. At small Mψψ , 
SPS contributions dominate and NLO corrections are large – essen-
tially because CMS data do not cover low Pψ

T . For this data set, 
χ2

d.o.f. 	 3.0 with DPS for the 3 fits and about 5.3 without (only 
NLO�).

4.4. Back to D0 and LHCb data

As we have just seen, the inclusion of the DPS contributions 
with σeff ranging from 5 to 11 mb, depending on the fit used 
for σψ , solves the so-called CMS puzzle found (with SPS contribu-
tions only) in [22] with a χ2

d.o.f. reduced for all the distributions. 
Using these fits of σeff , we should also reproduce the D0 DPS rate 
[12]. The agreement (see Table 1) is quite good (χ2 < 1) and gives 
us confidence that our proposed solution to the CMS puzzle is 
indeed correct. The comparison with the LHCb result is less in-
structive owing to the uncertainties from the data and from the 
SPS.

5. A first step toward a NNLO evaluation of the SPS contributions

At high Pψ
T , O(α6

s ) (NNLO) contributions like gg → cc̄ followed 
by c(→ J/ψ + J/ψ +c) (Fig. 1c) or twice by c(→ J/ψ +c) (Fig. 1d) 
and gg → g� g → ( J/ψ + J/ψ + g)g (Fig. 1g) are expected to be 
enhanced by factors of Pψ

T w.r.t NLO [21,22]. A two-loop compu-
tation is however needed to evaluate them, which is beyond the 
state-of-the-art. Yet, such leading-P T contributions can be evalu-
ated via the fragmentation approximation, as done in [22] only 
for topologies like Fig. 1d, which were expected to dominate at 
large Mψψ . However, such an approximation has been shown [52]
to be unjustified for the similar process gg → J/ψcc̄ unless P T

is much larger than mψ . As discussed in Section 2, the process 
gg → J/ψ J/ψ + cc̄ is infrared safe and can be computed by itself 
using HELAC-Onia “out-of-the-box” [36]. As just said, it includes a 
class of likely dominant NNLO corrections depicted in Fig. 1c and 
Fig. 1d. On the contrary, the contributions from topologies Fig. 1g 
could be evaluated using HELAC-Onia but only with an infrared 
cutoff as in [53,21] for the NNLO�. In the present study, we prefer 
to limit ourselves to gg → J/ψ J/ψ + cc̄ which does not require 
any ad-hoc prescription.

The band labelled ψcc̄ψ in Fig. 4 shows its full contribution, 
which is computed for the first time. This partial α6

s contribution 
is as large as the NLO� ones only at the highest Mψψ and �y, 
where the DPS ones are anyhow dominant. The case of another 
variable, the sub-leading P T , P T min, is however particular since the 
DPS spectrum is expected to scale as P−2 × n

T min , n being the scaling 
power of the single J/ψ yield (P−n

T ). We thus found J/ψ J/ψ +
cc̄ to be dominant (see Fig. 5 in Appendix B) at very high P T min, 
which corresponds to back-to-back production as in Fig. 1d.

Overall, the aforementioned missing fragmentation contribu-
tions (Fig. 1g) at O(α6

s ) are expected to be of similar sizes. In 
general, a full NNLO computation is thus expected to be similar 
to one at NLO accuracy, except in kinematical regions which are 
not currently accessible. Corresponding predictions for the forth-
coming ATLAS and LHCb [60] analyses as well as the current D0 
acceptance are given as supplementary material for comparison 
with forthcoming data.

6. Possible impact of colour-octet transitions

We have also investigated the possible impact of CO channels as 
discussed at LO in [16,17]. We found that, because of the double 
suppression of the CO LDMEs, CO+CO channels are nowhere im-
portant when Pψ

T < 50 GeV, as we found out [21]. We have evalu-

ated the contribution from 3 S[8]
1 +3 S[8]

1 and 1 S[8]
0 +1 S[8]

0 (see Fig. 4) 
using the 1-σ upper value of the 3 S[8]

1 (resp. 1 S[8]
0 ) LDMEs of the 

NLO prompt fit of [54], i.e. 0.00283 GeV3 (resp. 0.0541 GeV3), these 
are compatible with the LO direct fit of [55] and are the only ones 
not dramatically overshooting the low-P T single J/ψ data [56]. As 
we look for an upper value, we disregard the 3 P [8]

J + 3 P [8]
J contri-

bution which is negative. A complete CO study is beyond the scope 
of this Letter and will be the object a dedicated publication.

In any case, this upper limit of the CO contributions is always 
smaller than the CS ones except for |�y| > 2.5 (last bin in Fig. 3b) 
and Mψψ > 40 GeV (last two bins in Fig. 3c). In these regions, 
these SPS contributions are anyhow extremely suppressed as com-
pared to DPS ones and the CS SPS can receive significant α6

s con-
tributions. The only distribution where the CO contributions might 
show up is for the P T min (Fig. 5); it has a similar size and the same 
dependence as our partial NNLO evaluation. They are larger than 
the NLO� SPS and DPS yields only where the cross sections are on 
the order of 10−8 nb before accounting for the branchings. As re-
gards the mixed CO+CS channels, there is no Pψ

T enhancement to 
be expected and these are simply suppressed by the LDME.

7. Conclusion

In this Letter, we have focused on the explanation of the re-
cent observations of (prompt) J/ψ-pair production made by D0 
and CMS. The measurements by CMS [35], which severely over-
shoot the theory if one solely considers SPS contributions [22], 
indicate significant DPS contributions, which we find to agree with 
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, 
Fig. 4. Comparison of our CMS fit result of σeff (8.2 ± 2.0 ± 2.9 mb: first uncertainty 
from the data and the SPS theory uncertainty, the second from the single J/ψ tem-
plate) with other extractions [2–8,12]. (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the magnitude measured by D0 [12]. For the first time, our study 
shows that both DPSs and the NLO QCD corrections to SPSs are 
crucial to account for the existing data.

If these experimental results are confirmed, this would provide 
evidence for

(i) the dominance of α4
s (LO) contributions for the total cross sec-

tion,
(ii) the dominance of α5

s (NLO) contributions at mid and large 
Pψψ

T ,
(iii) the dominance of DPS contributions at large �y and at large 

Mψψ .

We have also derived generic formulae predicting feed-down con-
tributions or, equally speaking, charmonium-pair-production rates 
involving excited states, in case DPSs dominate. These can be 
checked by measuring J/ψ + ψ ′ or J/ψ + χc production. Such 
data can also therefore check a possible DPS dominance as found 
by D0 and CMS at large momenta. The relatively small value of σeff
(see Fig. 4) compared to jet-related extractions we obtained to de-
scribe the CMS data – also compatible with the D0 DPS yield and 
their extracted value of σeff – may be a first hint at the flavour 
dependence of this effective cross section.

Finally, we have carried out the first exact evaluation of 
leading-P T NNLO (α6

s ) contributions, i.e. J/ψ-pair production with 
a cc̄ pair, which could contribute at large P T min. On the way, our 
study of the impact of all the real emissions at α5

s and some at α6
s

also demonstrates the absence of a significant colour-octet contri-
bution contrary to what was found at LO in [16,17].
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Appendix A. Single J/ψ fits

Following [25], the gg →Q + X amplitude squared, |Agg→Q+X |2
is parametrised by a Crystal Ball function:
Table 3
κ and λ from the 3 fits, with n = 2 and 〈P T 〉 =
4.5 GeV fixed.

κ λ

Fit 1 [25] 0.60 0.33
Fit 2 0.65 0.32
Fit 3 0.81 0.34

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

λ2κ ŝ
M2

Q
exp(−κ

P 2
T

M2
Q

) when P T ≤ 〈P T 〉
λ2κ ŝ
M2

Q
exp(−κ 〈P T 〉2

M2
Q

)

(
1 + κ

n
P 2

T −〈P T 〉2

M2
Q

)−n

when P T > 〈P T 〉
.

κ , λ are fitted via (differential) cross sections obtained from 
|Agg→Q+X |2 (convoluted with PDFs) to the corresponding experi-
mental data. We have used 3 fits (see Table 3).
Fit 1: follows from Ref. [25]. κ , λ are obtained through a combined 
fit of dσψ/dP T to the LHCb [43], ATLAS [57], CMS [58] and CDF 
[44] data.
Fit 2: is obtained after including updated CMS measurements [59]
covering larger P T .
Fit 3: is obtained from a fit of d2σψ/dP T dy of the CDF [44] data 
alone.

Appendix B. Additional plot

Fig. 5. Prediction with the CMS kinematical cuts of the P T ,min distribution.

Appendix C. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2015.10.083.
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